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"Shiva is a burst of creative energy, an intellectual power."-The Progressive

 Manifestos on the Future of Food and Seed is a short, pocket-sized collection that goes to 
the heart of our existence-what we eat and how we grow it. It covers the questions:
  
>> How are seeds cultivated and saved? 
>> How far must food travel before reaching our plate? 
>> Who gets paid for the food we eat? 
>> Why does our food taste like this? 
We live in a world where of the eighty thousand edible plants used for food, only about 150 
are being cultivated, and just eight are traded globally. A world where we produce food for 
12 billion people when there are only 6.3 billion people living, and still, 800 million suffer from 
malnutrition and 1.7 billion suffer from obesity. A world where food is modified to travel long 
distances rather than to be nutritious and flavorful.

 Manifestos on the Future of Food and Seed lays out, in practical steps and far-reaching 
concepts, a program to ensure food and agriculture become more socially and 
ecologically sustainable. The book harvests the work and ideas produced by thousands of 
communities around the world. Emerging from the historic gatherings at Terra Madre, 
farmers, traders, and activists diagnose and offer prescriptions to reverse perhaps the 
worst food crisis faced in human history.

There is a growing realization that food politics is vital to the health of our bodies, 
economies, and environment-in other words, a matter of life or death. Carlo Petrini, founder 
of Slow Food, writes, "Reinstating food as a central, primary element in our lives seems an 
obvious thing to do, since without food, no living things would exist." Thousands of 
communities around the world are working to do just this.

A world-renowned environmental leader and thinker, Vandana Shiva is the author of many 
books, including Earth Democracy, Water Wars, and Staying Alive. Manifestos includes 
essays by Prince Charles and Carlo Petrini.

A world-renowned environmental leader and recipient of the 1993 Alternative Nobel Peace 
Prize (the Right Livelihood Award), Shiva has authored several bestselling books, most 
recently Earth Democracy. Activist and scientist, Shiva leads, with Ralph Nader and Jeremy 
Rifkin, the International Forum on Globalization. Before becoming an activist, Shiva was one 
of India's leading physicists.
Other Books
Exploring Synergies and Trade-offs between Climate Change and the Sustainable 
Development Goals, The existential environmental crisis prompted the United Nations to 
formulate the Millennium Development Goals at the turn of the 21st century in order to 
embark on an era of sustainable development. The progress and deficiencies in achieving 
the Millennium Development Goals provided impetus to the intelligentsia and policymakers 
to map out the pertinent goals for a sustainable growth trajectory for humanity and the 
planet. The United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which was 
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adopted in September 2015, took the shape of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
and 169 targets. In effect, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals focus on protecting the 
earth's life support systems for intra- and inter-generational equity and for development 
that is rooted in sustainability science. Attaining these goals is an uphill task; nevertheless, 
scientific knowledge, trans and interdisciplinary inquiries, concerted global action and 
capacity building would provide an enabling environment for achieving the SDGs. This 
book explores the synergies and trade-offs between climate change management and 
other SDGs. It highlights the policy imperatives as well as the interrelations between 
combating climate change and its impacts (SDG 13) and food and nutritional security (SDG 
2), water security (SDG 6), soil security (SDG 15), energy security (SDG 7), poverty 
eradication (SDG 1), gender equality (SDG 5), resilient infrastructure (SDG 9), and 
sustainable and resilient cities (SDG 11).
�����. Proc Natl Acad Sci 111(11):4001–4006 Kloppenburg J (2014) Re-purposing the 
master's tools: the open source seed initiative and ... Challenge for Developed Countries 
Petrini C, Lionette J (2007)  Manifestos on the future of food and seed ."
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